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Michael Best's "Best Pass" Program for the MACC Fund

Michael Best &Friedrich LLP was founded in 1848, two years after the City of Milwaukee was incorporated,
and the same year Wisconsin became a state. Since that time the law firm has earned a reputation as a
leading firm in the Midwest with approximately 220 attorneys serving clients at its Wisconsin offices in
Milwaukee, Madison, Waukesha and Manitowoc as well as Austin, Chicago, Washington, D.C. and Salt Lake
City. The firm's rich tradition and long history is a testament to its ability to remain dynamic and responsive
to the changes facing businesses while remaining true to its longstanding goal of delivering results for
clients.

Michael Best's commitment to the communities it serves extends beyond its clients. The law firm's
attorneys and employees are involved in a wide array of efforts benefiting many. They are Green Bay
Packers fans as well. That commitment to community and excitement over the Packers led them to team up
with the MACC Fund once again this season for the fourth annual Michael Best "Best Pass" Program.
Michael Best and KS Energy Services, one of its clients and a great MACC Fund supporter, will donate $300
each for every touchdown pass thrown by the Green Bay Packers during the 2015- 16 season. If the Packers
air it out for 50 yards or more, they will throw in $500 each. They have "rounded up" their donation every
year to $30,000.

The firm kicked off the fourth season in fine fashion with a variety of fun games for its employees who
stopped playing to listen intently to MACC Fund Co-Founder and President Jon McGlocklin and Dr. Dave
Margolis, Interim Section Chief for Hematology, Oncology, Transplant at the Medical College of Wisconsin
and Children's Hospital of Wisconsin.

Thanks to Michael Best and KS Energy Services for adding to the excitement of every Packers touchdown
pass while supporting our efforts at the MACC Fund. The MACC Fund's friend, quarterback Aaron
Rodgers, and his fine receivers deserve special thanks as well.
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Th MACC F d 'II b f' f h h he un wi ene it or t e sevent straig t year
from the Bob &Brian Radiothon on 102.9 THE HOG on
Apr. 6-7. The two outstanding radio personalities will broadcast
live for two days while loyal listeners join in with pledges and
bids. Bob and Brian are loyal MACC Fund supporters, as
evidenced by their hosting their annual Radiothon, the
Bob &Brian Open and their holiday "Best of Bob and Brian"
CD. The 2016 edition of the Radiothon will once again offer
unique auction items and interesting interviews from the world •,
of sports and entertainment en route to surpassing $500,000
in vn er fth Bb&8' Rd'thsee y a s o e o r►an a ►o on. 
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